
By GRACE CHUA

ECOLOGY research often in-
volves trekking deep into the jun-
gle for hours, or taking thousands
of time-consuming, tedious tree
measurements.

But researchers have come up
with new technologies to get
around these issues, in a foretaste
of the future of ecology and con-
servation research.

Singapore firm BioMachines,
started by three engineers and a
biologist a year ago, can put to-
gether any combination of sensors
to monitor tree girth, say, and
beam data to researchers each
time the tree grows.

The start-up uses commercial-
ly available or custom sensors.

At its heart lies a set of instruc-
tions to make the various sensors,
even those of different brands
that use different technology, talk
to each other and transmit data en
masse via Wi-Fi, ZigBee, GSM or
other wireless communication
methods.

The start-up has a
four-month-old test site at Nan-
yang Technological University’s
National Institute of Education
(NIE), and is testing the equip-
ment on a couple of scrawny trees
with NIE natural sciences re-
searchers Shawn Lum and Ngo
Kang Min.

Usually, it takes several
months, working in teams, to mea-
sure every tree in a 2ha Bukit
Timah study site, Ms Ngo said.

It is a painstaking process.
While the new method does not re-
place all fieldwork, measuring
trees digitally rather than by hand
could cut fieldwork time by half.

So what would Ms Ngo do with
the time saved?

“I would have more time to ana-
lyse the data,” she said. “Maybe
look at new projects.”

The system’s parts still have to
be trekked into the forest, but
once they are there, they can be in-
stalled and left for weeks or
months.

It can be solar-powered, and
its range, cost and energy use de-
pend on how many sensors are
used and how often they have to
transmit data, explained BioMa-
chines co-founder Sven Yeo, 27.

Now, NIE’s partner institution,
the United States-based Smithso-
nian Institute Centre for Tropical
Forest Science, is interested in us-
ing larger-scale systems at its
field site in Panama.

These could also measure wind
speed, temperature and even the
strain that high winds put on
trees.

Meanwhile, Switzerland-based
Singaporean Dr Koh Lian Pin has
turned a remote-controlled model
airplane into a low-cost conserva-
tion tool.

In his studies of tropical defor-
estation, the assistant professor
of applied ecology & conservation
at the ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology) needed

quick, real-time information on
tree felling, but found that satel-
lites did not pass over his research
areas often enough – and cloudy
tropical weather meant the imag-
es were often obscured.

So Dr Koh, who is also an ad-
junct assistant professor at the
National University of Singapore,
and his University of Zurich
colleague Dr Serge Wich used
open-source software to turn a
model plane into a drone that
flies itself over a programmed
course.

They attached cameras to cap-
ture photos and videos, and flew
more than 30 test missions in Su-
matra without a single crash, cov-
ering some 50ha in one 25-minute
flight.

The whole system costs less
than US$2,500 (S$3,160) and can
be carried to a field site in a back-
pack.

At their website, www.conser-
vationdrones.org, Dr Koh and Dr
Wich have outlined how to build,
program and use the lightweight
craft so that scientists in develop-
ing countries can adopt the meth-
od.

In fact, the drones are already
being used to monitor elephant
habitats in Peninsular Malaysia.

“We believe conservation
drones... might soon become a
standard technique in conserva-
tion efforts and research in the
tropics and elsewhere,” they
wrote.
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Dr Koh Lian Pin (kneeling, right) and Dr Serge Wich (kneeling, left) training researchers from the University of
Nottingham Malaysia campus on the operation of Conservation Drones. PHOTO: DR KOH LIAN PIN
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We believe conservation drones... might soon
become a standard technique in conservation
efforts and research in the tropics and
elsewhere,”
– Dr Koh Lian Pin, assistant professor of applied ecology & conservation
at the ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)

 

Easier to gather
field data with
technology like
sensors, drones

Game-changers in ecology research

The BioMachines team (from left) Mr Tan Eng Hwa, Mr Vincent Wei, Mr Kelvin Yong
and Mr Sven Yeo with a remote monitoring system. The test site is at NTU’s
National Institute of Education. ST PHOTO: MARK CHEONG FOR THE STRAITS TIMES
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DID YOU KNOW?
■ The turbine is able to generate 
enough electricity for

115 three-room
HDB households
for a day.

■ The Gardens’ 
furnace-to-turbine 
system cost

$13.5m
to build.

■ Unlike electricity-guzzling 
air-conditioners, which expel 
heat into the atmosphere 
even as they cool interiors, 
cooling air using chilled 
water pipes is a

greener alternative.

■ Using cooling pipes enables 
the Gardens to consume

30 per cent
less energy
than it would if it
used air-conditioning.

■ If you laid the cooling pipes end 
to end, their total length would be

about 45.9km,
which is longer than the
42km west-to-east span of
mainland Singapore.

THE DEADTHE LIVING
Gardens by the Bay’s two iconic cool domes 
do not have a single air-conditioner, but are 
instead cooled by a system that starts with 
all the fallen leaves, branches and grass 
clippings from all the parks around Singapore

Bio-waste in the 
form of fallen 

leaves, cut branches, 
grass clippings and 
wood waste from all 
of Singapore’s parks 
are collected and sent 
to Gardens by the Bay 
by truck daily.

HOW
COOL 

1 The bio-waste 
is burnt in the 

Gardens’ in-house 
furnace, located at 
the Energy Centre 
below ground level.

2 Chilled water from the Energy Centre runs through 
an extensive network of cooling pipes lying 

directly under all the domed floors and walkways.

3 Smoke from the 
Energy Centre is 

cleaned and discharged 
into the atmosphere 
through the Gardens’ 
Supertrees, which are in 
fact functional chimneys 
concealed by hanging 
plants on their facades.

4 Ash from 
the furnace 

is collected 
and used as 
plant fertiliser.
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ENERGY CENTRE

DOMES

SUPERTREE

Heat from the furnace 
boils Newater, 
creating steam to 
power the Gardens’ 
in-house turbine.

Electricity generated 
by the turbine chills 
the recycled water 
which, in turn, 
will be used to cool 
the domes.

Smoke from burning the bio-waste is heavy with ash and needs to be cleaned in two ways.

The furnace heat is 
about 800 deg C, 
hot enough to melt 
aluminium but not 
copper or iron.

SUPERTREE

The smoke undergoes 
an electrostatic 
treatment to take out 
all the particles.

A process called 
depluming then 
removes all 
remaining pollutants 
from the smoke.

Hot, moist 
air outside 

the dome is 
first passed 
through panels 
containing 
lithium 
chloride,
a drying agent.

1 The dried 
air is 

chilled 
by the
cooling 
pipes.

2 Cool air rises from 
the floors, pushing 

lighter, warm interior 
air upwards to the 

apex of the 
domes.

3 Hot air is sucked 
in by extractor 

chimneys. It is then 
recycled to dry and 
regenerate the 
lithium chloride, as 
the drying agent 
becomes saturated 
after absorbing 
moisture from the air 
outside the dome.
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WHAT HAPPENS WITHIN THE DOMES
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